
 

Personal data management 

When you express an interest in our activities, make a donation or subscribe to our newsletter, 
you provide us with personal data via the Internet, by post or by telephone. This information 
is recorded in our database, which is managed internally, in order to process your donation or 
respond to your request for information. We keep you regularly informed about our work so 
that you can understand the impact of your donation. We are always available to respond to 
your requests to change your contact details, reduce the frequency of our communications, 
change your delivery method or deactivate your address so that you no longer receive our 
mailings. 

The protection of your personal data is our priority, and this applies to all Nouvelle Planète 
employees and volunteers. Nouvelle Planète does not sell addresses or rent, sell or exchange 
any personal data. We comply with all applicable data protection laws, including the Data 
Protection Act and the guidelines of ZEWO and Swissfundraising. 

Right of access 

If you have any questions about the processing of your data by Nouvelle Planète or the 
management of the information you have provided to us, or if you wish to modify or delete 
your details, you can contact us on 021 881 23 80 or at np@nouvelle-planete.ch. 

E-mail and e-journal  

Nouvelle Planète is happy to send you information on current topics, or invitations to events 
in your region. To ensure that our emails are sent securely, we use Infomaniak's ad hoc service. 
You can cancel your subscription at any time, either by clicking on the unsubscribe link 
provided in each e-journal, or by contacting us. 

RaiseNow 

RaiseNow, our online payment partner, guarantees secure and simple donation payments. 
This platform has been specially designed for non-profit organisations and charities. 

User statistics 

This website uses Analytics, a web analysis service provided by Google Inc ("Google"). 
Universal Analytics uses "cookies" to analyse the use of the website. The information 
generated by the cookie as a result of your use of this website is generally transferred to a 
Google server in the USA and stored there. However, if you activate IP anonymisation on this 
website, your IP address will be shortened by Google in the Member States of the European 
Union or in other countries that are party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, 
in order to prevent the IP address from being clearly attributed. IP address anonymisation is 
activated on this website. Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating your 
use of the website, compiling reports on website activity for website operators and providing 
other services relating to website activity and internet usage for website operators. The IP 



address transmitted by your browser as part of Universal Analytics will not be associated with 
any other data held by Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate 
settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use 
the full functionality of this website. However, please note that if you do so, you may not be 
able to use all the functions of this website to their full extent. User data is not obtained solely 
via cookies, so deleting them cannot completely prevent the collection of data by the 
measurement system. 

You can also prevent the transfer to Google of data generated by the cookie and linked to your 
use of the website (including your IP address), as well as the processing of this data by Google, 
by downloading and installing the browser plug-in available at the following address: 
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en. For more information on the terms of use 
and data protection, please consult the following links: 
https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/fr.html or https://policies.google.com/?hl=en.  

Demographics and areas of interest 

This website uses cookies to collect demographic data and information about user interests. 
All data collected is made available to Google Services in advance by the user. 

Google Adwords and conversion tracking 

This website uses the "Google AdWords" online advertising programme, which includes 
conversion tracking. The conversion tracking cookie is activated when the user clicks on an ad 
displayed by Google. These cookies are not used for personal identification. If the user visits 
certain pages of this website and the cookie has not yet expired, Google and we can see that 
the user has clicked on the ad and has been redirected to this page. Each Google AdWords 
client is associated with a specific cookie, so cookies cannot be tracked across multiple 
AdWords client sites. The information collected using conversion cookies is used to compile 
conversion statistics for AdWords clients who have opted for this tracking. Clients can see the 
total number of users who clicked on their ad and were redirected to a page containing a 
conversion tracking tag. However, they do not receive any personally identifiable information. 
Users who do not wish to participate in tracking can easily deactivate the Google conversion 
tracking cookie via their Internet browser settings. 

Advertisements 

On this site, we use information about visitors' browsing behaviour for marketing purposes 
and to continually improve our offering, in collaboration with service providers such as Google 
Inc. and Facebook Incorporated. This information is collected anonymously and/or under a 
pseudonym and does not contain any personal information. The data collected is used 
exclusively to improve our offering and is not transferred to third parties. 

Use of Facebook plug-ins 

We have integrated plug-ins from the facebook.com (Facebook) social network into our 
website. Each time you visit a page on our website with such a plug-in, the plug-in instructs 
the browser you are using to load and display the visual representation of the plug-in from 

https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en
https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/fr.html
https://policies.google.com/?hl=en


the Facebook server. The Facebook server is then informed of the specific pages of our website 
that you visit. If you are logged in to Facebook during your visit of our website, Facebook 
recognises the specific pages of our website that you visit and assigns them to your personal 
Facebook user account. If you activate one of the plug-ins, for example by clicking on the "Like" 
button or posting a comment, this information is sent to your personal Facebook user account 
and stored there. Facebook is also informed of your visit to our website, whether or not you 
activate one of the plug-ins. 

Changes to this privacy statement 

We reserve the right to revise, amend or supplement this privacy statement at any time. Any 
changes will be published on our site. By accessing our pages, you implicitly accept this 
declaration. 

Liability 

This privacy statement is the responsibility of : 

NOUVELLE PLANÈTE, Av. Charles Dickens 2, 1006 Lausanne, www.nouvelle-planete.ch  

 


